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ABSTRACT
Software requirement elicitation is one of the most sensitive
phases in software requirements knowledge area; it extracts useful
requirement and help software engineers to select the right
elicitation techniques. This paper presents a proposed elicitation
model to facilitate the selection requirement elicitation techniques
on the basis of the previous published work in academia,
including the combination of situational characteristics, in
addition technique characteristics, project characteristic and use
guidelines to avoid misunderstanding of the requirements.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.1 [Software Engineering]: Requirements/Specifications –
Methodologies.

General Terms
Measurement, Design, Standardization.

Keywords
Requirement Engineering, Requirements Elicitation Process,
Elicitation Techniques, Elicitation Techniques Selection.

1. Introduction

requirements. Thus the requirement elicitation is the essential part
of requirement engineering to assure the success of the project
with high quality. In requirement analysis, the stakeholder
communicates and negotiates with each other to understand the
requirement, while this negotiation, that a rise the conflict
between stakeholder to define the more significant requirements.
So a spiral model has been used to allow the renegotiation process
to solve this conflict and achieved the main goal. Requirement
elicitation consider a first step to defined the problem and go to
solve it, the analysts must be analysis the problem in deeply in
order to defined the requirement needed and risk to achieved the
success of project, and decreasing the time consumer .The
elicitation technique classified as Traditional, Group Based,
Scenario-Based and Contextual [1].
Elicitation techniques can be combined to obtain the high quality
in elicitation process [2], moreover requirements elicitation is
cooperative process involving expert's analysts, users and system
stakeholders. The user can participate in elicitation process to
supply the modification on his requirements.

Requirement in general can be used to solve the requirements
problems and play a prime help for succession of the software
engineering projects. Requirement engineering concerned with
the process of defining, documenting and maintaining of the
requirement. Moreover requirement engineering contains a set of
activities such as: requirements inception or requirements
elicitation, Requirements identification, Requirements analysis,
Requirements specification, System modeling, Requirements
validation and Requirements management.

Each type of elicitation technical have been issues , that lead to
failure the project and inefficient result of the project, where in
collaborative techniques stakeholders have different experience
and background that causes difficult to communication with each
other's and exchanging their opinion. Moreover, contextual
techniques have implicit requirements which cannot be converted
to verbal information, and the traditional techniques have suffered
different answers to the same questions, this is due to the different
understanding of stakeholders.

Requirement elicitation is extract and determined the requirement
from stakeholders, through the elicitation techniques. Also the
requirements include both functional and non-functional

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related
work; Section 3 presents requirements elicitation conflict; Section
4 presents requirement elicitation techniques with the definition
and characteristics for all techniques. Section 5 presents the
proposed model and the comparison between varieties of models
of selection elicitation techniques. Conclusion and discussion are
presented in section 6.
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2. Related Work
The expert concerned with how to collect the experiences of the
analysts with extensive experience in all the word at one place, in
order to be available to use by the analysts that have less

experience to improve the ability to define the needed
requirement of the user, where the analysts obtain the situational
characteristic and elicitation techniques, then study the effect of
such characteristic on the selection the appropriate techniques, it
was through the expert opinion this opinion was gathered by
generated interview between nine expert analysts, after that
generate mapping between these characteristic with a suited
techniques .Finally but these mapping in tool to available to all
analysts [3].
The no engineering stakeholder could involvement in elicitation
techniques process directly, the stakeholder could interact with
the Requirement Increasing Format (ReqIF) tool through
providing the problem on the online platform, and then could add
new modification to enhance the quality of the desired
requirements [4]. Also, user and stakeholder could participating in
elicitation process through online collaboration and the usage of
visualization techniques that have been achieved to increase their
awareness in defined the requirement by used the tabular view
and social visualization [5].
Involvement the user in requirement elicitation is important, so
you can select the closer methodology from these methodologies:
MUST Joint Application Design User-Led Requirements
Construction and Soft Systems Methodology, which is based on
understanding the context and the organization. It was aim to
increase effective communication between stakeholders and users
[17]. To obtain high quality of determined optimal requirement
and selected the appropriate techniques, the stakeholder must
write the needed customer requirement. In addition, that
concerned with context types and type of system [6].
Misunderstanding of requirements, lack of experience of
stakeholder and lack of communication between stakeholders,
lead to losses in the project in addition the goal, have not been
achieved [7].
The stakeholders used the graph to extract the requirement, and
then drew relationship between the requirements as word graph
and between customers as customer graph, for understanding the
needed requirement; in addition that method was useful for used
collected fragmented data and explored the hidden contexts [8].
The requirement elicitation techniques were effective when used
in distributed setting, so used the survey and observation
techniques to assess which techniques better used in distributed
requirement than others. Thus, show the prototyping, interview,
questionnaires and storyboards are poorly. Where the question
and answer, use cases were the most effective than Brainstorming
and requirements Management [9].
The requirement elicitation techniques have been combination
with each other in complex project in order to a gain high quality
and selection the right elicitation technique with right situation.
The combination of technical have been done by used the
systematic techniques such as interviews, it was connected with
potential customer to obtain the needed requirement, then analysis
this requirement through brainstorming meeting by analyst [10].
Also, the guidelines are defined to facilitate the selection
elicitation technique through analyzing the attribute then applied
the mathematical formulation on the techniques, in order to obtain
the quality of requirement elicitation [11]. Some of project that
prefer deal with specific elicitation techniques, for example

RESORT project, which used interview, question and answer
techniques to determine the needed requirements for each type of
RESORT component [12]. The interview between the experts and
stakeholders that have been analysis by the expert analyst to
obtain the model has the ability to simulate the experts’ interview,
the interview that contain the blackboard mode and state
transition model, and then defined the priority of each
requirement [13].
In addition the interview technique is effective to collect and
coordinates the requirement, where the analysts used four
approaches factor-based, choice based, priority-based, and
integration-based through to provide opinion to analyst that have
been less experience [14]. Although the information that have
been gathered from interview considered oral information,
although the information that have been gathered from interview
considered oral information but could transform to information
visualization through qualitative interviewing. In addition, this
tool have been allowed the user to participate and written his
requirements [15]. While story telling is considered the efficient
elicitation techniques to extract explicitly and implicitly
knowledge in detailed more than brainstorming. Moreover, the
communication between stakeholder in the storytelling is active
than brainstorming [16]. To enhance the elicitation process the
experts proposed new approach that contained many features,
after the stakeholders collected the words, then representation of
these words, after that mapping these words to generate
requirement then applied the Quality Function Deployment to
ensure that requirements meet the needed requirements. Finally,
Researchers used Capability Maturity Model to avoid the risks
[17].

3. Requirement Elicitation Conflict
The requirement elicitation process aim at defining the needed
requirements with appropriate techniques based on the views of
the user. Sometimes exist one or more problem; this is due to
many reasons such as: varieties of purpose of domain and
characteristics, stakeholders have different language. Moreover,
the stakeholders from different domain where each type of
stakeholders use the same sentence with different meaning .which
that lead to miss understanding of requirement [1].
The lack of participation of user, lack of experience of the
analyst, lack of understanding of elicitation techniques, the
confused of views and requirement needed of user, all these
problems leads to incorrect, incomplete, ambiguous of
requirement elicitation process thus selection the wrong
technique[4]. Why the analysts prefer the technique on the other?
 It was the most technique the analyst known.
 It was the analysts think this technique is most appropriate in
all situations.
 It was effective in the previous process.
It can be enhancement these factor to help the analyst to select the
best technique with determined situation through add some of
situation and techniques characteristics, also study the project
characteristics in addition used guidelines.

4. Requirement Elicitation Techniques
This section illustrates the requirements elicitation techniques.
The requirements elicitation techniques can divide into four
categories:

Traditional Techniques: verbal communication between
stakeholders and experts. Simple nature way to define the
needed requirement such as an interview.

Collaborative Techniques: this provides different way to
connect the stakeholders with analysts to determine the
desired requirements such as Focus Group.

Cognitive Techniques: deal with documents to extraction
knowledge and defined the requirement such as Document
Analysis.

Observational Techniques: strong understanding of domain
problem through observes the human actions such as:
Observation.
Table 1 illustrates the requirement elicitation techniques with
their characteristics. Table 2 illustrates some of project
characteristics, each project have some of characteristics that
distinguished from one to anther based on goal of domain project.
Table 2. Project Characteristic
Project
Characteristic
Project
Complexity
Requirements
Size
Project
Category

Cost Available

Definition
The complex of project different from one to
another based on structure of project, requirement
that needed and functions.
The size is important factor in selection technique,(
large ,medium and small) .
Projects have different Classification. Each type of
project have the specific technique, for example
the secure project need one technique, where this
technique not suite to non-secure project.
Some of the projects have a budget that allows the
use of any type of technique, where other projects
committed to specific types of technique that the
limited budget.

Table 3. Project Situational Characteristic
Situational
Characteristic

Definition

Analyst

This has two type of analyst: experts and novice
(have less experience) analysts.

Stakeholders

The stakeholder have different language , skills and
different background of knowledge, this lead to
conflict views ,so you must training to improve
abilities and solved any miss understand .
Which approach of requirement elicitation
techniques that have been used?

Policy of the
Organization
Domain of the
Project

Is public or private.

User

If the user have experts in domain or not.
The user involvement in elicitation process is
effective factor to success the selection
requirements elicitation techniques.

Table 3 illustrates some of situational characteristics of software
under development process, which is defined from analysts to
facilitate selection techniques.

5. Model of the Improved Elicitation
Techniques
This section presents the proposed procedure for selecting
elicitation techniques for achieving a high quality of requirements
for software design; the requirement elicitation process beginning
of the analyst analysis the problem domain to determine the
requirements through defined the various stages of activities.
Then study and analysis the source of domain such as: goal of
software, domain knowledge, business rule and the organization
environment. Thus, the analyst determines the requirements at
each stage are better than the previous stage, with appropriate
technique through selection requirement technique process in
elicitation requirement where participant contain (stakeholders,
analysts and users). To select the appropriate technique through
fivefold:
 Using the requirements that were extraction from the user.
 Determined the project characteristics in table 2.
 Determined the situational characteristics in table 3.
 Determined available techniques with specific characteristics
in table 1.
 Using of guidelines.
The needed requirements are identified and classified. After that,
ready to input in the matching process to helping the selection
appropriate technique, where defined the properties of elicitation
technique in order to match between the best elicitation technical
with the needed requirement in specific situation, thus the result
was collection of techniques based on situational characteristic
,that have been defined through the software domain [18]. In
addition, the situational characteristic includes a set of
characteristics: if stakeholders have experience or not, with the
social science, and the domain of the project if private or general,
they choose techniques influenced by the policy of the
organization. So developer's effects on selection techniques
through the level of knowledge they have, then select one
elicitation technique from collection the elicitation technique
where each type of the technique have many strengths and
weakness. In addition, there is no one technique used in all
situations. Each technique has characteristics suited with specific
situation as explain in table 1.

Figure 1. Model of Improved Elicitation Techniques
Also we used some of the guidelines to avoid problems that could
occur in selection of techniques. Such guidelines are aimed to
help the analyst on the elicitation technique process and using
such guidelines requires the identification of the level of expertise
of the analyst him/herself. Further, using such guidelines might
require some training to improve the analyst technical knowledge.
Moreover, discussion carried out between the analysts needs to
include common terminology in order to reduce misunderstanding
of requirements. Also, the project characteristics influenced in
selection process as explain in table 2. After that, determined the
personal selector to perform the appropriate technique based on
qualified. Finally, the result is new situation and new state of
requirement, if some of requirement not obtain you must return to
the elicitation process to redefine the needed requirement. This
model succeeded in the ability to choose the appropriate
technique based on situational characteristics, project
characteristics and techniques characteristics.

6. Conclusion
The requirement elicitation can help the analysts who have less
experience to increase experience through discussion with expert's
analysts to obtain the needed requirement. In addition, the
requirement elicitation technique can be used efficiently in
distribution sitting in some projects. The elicitation selection
process is a sensitive process so that have been attention from
many researchers with variety model where some model concern
with mathematical way and other concern to characteristic all
these models have the same aim is selected the suited technique.
This paper presents three types of characteristics: project
characteristics, situational and technical characteristics.
Moreover, we can use some of guidelines on analysts and
stakeholders to assure the pass of the selection process. In
addition, this paper presents table explain the comparison between
five previous models to help this proposed model for select the
technique. Also, we proposed a new model to select the suited
techniques with specific requirements. Based on combination of
situational characteristics, technical and project characteristics
that communication with each

other to support the selection elicitation process, where show the
importance of requirement elicitation process for success the
project thus obtain a high quality software project.
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Table 1: Requirement Elicitation Techniques
Categories

Technical
Questionnaire

Traditional
Techniques
Interview

Brainstorming

Focus Group

Collaborative
Techniques

Joint
Application
Development
(JAD)

Prototyping

Workshop

Cognitive Techniques

Document
Analysis

Description
Used in domain that has large
number of people .and useful for
answering the specific
questions.have two type of
question: open ended question,
close ended question.
Communication between
stakeholder and analysts, to
gather requirements. have two
type of interviews : the closed
interview and open interview .
Allow environment for
discussion. This technique has
two phases: collect the idea and
analysis, then evaluation these
ideas.

This technique can help the user
to define the needed and
enhancement their expectation.
Similar of brainstorming but more
than structured and more
intensive. Where get all
participants (experts,
stakeholders) at the same place
and time.
This useful to validate and
understand the requirement. This
has two type of prototype: throwaway and Evolutionary
prototypes.

Use the different type of session
to collect the needed requirement
from stakeholders, this good in
complex project.
This concern the document of the
domain problem, analyze such
document to extract requirement.

Strengths
 Collect large amount of
information from large number of
people in short time.
 large number of people involved
 Good of complex topic.
 Can deep understanding of views in
interview.
 Can make effective discussion and
high response rate.
 Low cost.
 The participant in this technique
are no need have high qualified.
 Brainstorming does not would like
a lot of resources.
 This is simple technique and easy
to understand.
 Can generate new idea and answer
of many questions.
 Discussion of group can obtain the
best solution.
 This group can exist the weakness
in primary stage.
 The participant can involve
effectively in requirement process.
 The most technique understands
the goals.
 Accurate technique
 Use of visual aids.
 Obtain valuable feedback from
customer.
 Can verifying the complexity of the
system.
 Can discover the problem in
design.
 Save the time and cost of
development time.
 Exchanging knowledge between
participants.
 Obtain new business opportunities
and valuable feedback.
 Useful in large system.
 Interchange between ideas.
 Determine domain of focus

Weaknesses
 This technique no attention of
changes of emotions, behavior
and feelings of user.
 Concern of specific
information without
explanation
Consume of time.
 Small number of people
involved.
 In consistent between
interviews may effect on data.
 Some individuals afraid to
speak with leadership.
 If the group is not organize
then take a long time .
 No good for the large number
of participant.
 Sometimes the details on
thing doesn't use.
 Consume of time and may
without conclusion .
 Lead to misunderstand
between group and argument.
 More expensive.
 Requires training and
experience of all participants
in session.

 This technique consumes a lot
of resources.
 Objective is ambiguity.
 May result insufficient
analysis.
 The real performance is very
difficult than expectation.
 Consume of a lot of time of
preparation.
 Need to travel to other
country.
 Not all needs that have been
discussed from user are
realistic.

Card Sorting

Laddering

Observation
Observational
Techniques
Social
analysis

Communication
between  Simple.
stakeholders
&
analyst  Easy to automation.
Determined a set of concept then  Can classification knowledge
generate relations between these
concepts.
Is similar structure of interview  Use in collect the tacit
but in amide range and divide into
requirements.
three phases: create, review and  Representation knowledge based
motivation.
on standers.
This takes actual view of what the  Divers of stakeholder.
user need in your project.  Provide details information about the
Moreover can help to understand
system.
the problem domain. Observe a
user with system in either indirect
or direct.
Depth communication between
 Can discovering new products
stakeholders and experts with
different skills. To understanding
policy of organization.

 No performance knowledge.
 Relation may be not optimal

 Assumes hierarchically
arranged knowledge.

 The requirements is update
continuously thus needs to
revision.
 Time consuming.
 Hard analysis the result of this
technique.
 Time-consuming.
 Difficult to generalizes the
result in other products.

